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Fixed Workstation Solutions
With or without panels, our freestanding solution can create
hard-working, dedicated work stations that address the task
intensive needs of Fixed Workers

Fixed Station 1

$4675.34 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Sit-to-stand worksurface enables
users to change postures
throughout the day

 Integrated ceramic on steel
whiteboards and slatwall provides
durability for displayed
communications and home base
organization

 Mobile pedestal with cushion top
offers seating for guests as well as
flexible storage

PRODUCT NAMES:
Airtouch height-adjustable worksurface
Answer panels
Universal worksurfaces
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
6’ x 8’ = 4.5m2 (48 sq ft2)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) storage paint
Clay Noce (6709) worksurface laminate
Gold Dust Metallic (4788) plastic on slatwall
Flax (P428) panel fabric

Fixed Station 2
$4745.68 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Height-adjustable worksurfaces

 Glass stackers enhance sight lines,

promote healthy movement and
mental alertness, while also
recognizing workers’ individual
physical needs and preferences

allow natural light in to workstation,
and add a chic aesthetic

 Pedestals with cushion tops act as
a bench when arranged side by
side inviting collaboration

PRODUCT NAMES:
Series 5 height-adjustable worksurface
Universal worksurfaces
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
6’ x 8’ = 4.5m² (48 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) storage paint
Arctic White (2730) laminate
Cyan (5G61) pedestal cushion fabric
Flax (P428) panel fabric

Fixed Station 3
$6118.42 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Sliding doors provide concealed

 Shared storage and workstation

storage for project piles and files

space encourages collaboration,
alternate standing-height postures,
and impromptu group meetings

PRODUCT NAMES:
Universal worksurfaces
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
5’ x 15’ = 7.0m² (75 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) trim paint
Acacia (6213) worksurface laminate
Pumpkin (5G55) pedestal cushion fabric
Flax (P428) panel fabric
Nickel (4728) metallic storage paint

Fixed Station 4
$11,526.85 [product only]
2016 pricing

1

 This four-person group station
provides cushion tops on the
shared storage to support
additional team members and a
common table for impromptu
meetings and project files

PRODUCT NAMES:
Answer panels
Universal worksurfaces
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
8’ x 20’ = 15m² (160 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) trim paint
Blackwood (2536) worksurface laminate
Cyan (5G61) storage cushion fabric
Flax (P428) panel fabric

Fixed Station 5
$12,543.12 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Personal storage towers

 This team space includes a focus

consolidate storage in an efficient
footprint

zone of height adjustable
worksurfaces and a collaborative
zone with a large shared table

PRODUCT NAMES:
Universal worksurfaces
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
4’ x 14’ = 5m² (56 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) storage paint
Clay Wenge (6706) worksurface laminate
Skim (P526) panel fabric

Flexible Workstation Solutions
These workstations provide Flexible Workers with the best of
both worlds: somewhere they can get individual work done, as
well as a place to informally connect with peers.

Flex Station 1
$3203.12 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Lower bin provides storage below

 Height-adjustable desk enables

the worksurface and sight lines

users to easily adjust postures
throughout the day from seated to
standing

PRODUCT NAMES:
Answer panels
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
5’ x 6’ = 2.8m² (30 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) storage paint
Virginia Walnut (6242) worksurface laminate
Sugar (P515) panel fabric

Flex Station 2
$9939.26 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Mobile pedestal with cushion top

 In the group station, height-

offers seating for guests as well as
flexible storage

adjustable desks enable users to
adjust their individual postures
throughout the day without
affecting other teammates'
worksurfaces

PRODUCT NAMES:
Airtouch adjustable height worksurfaces
FrameOne benching
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
10’ x 12’ = 11m² (120 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) storage paint
Clay Noce (6709) worksurface laminate
Platinum Metallic (4799) legs

Flex Station 3
$5054.24 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Large individual workspaces

 Freestanding filing cabinets

support an open, team based
environment

provides ample storage and
creates space division

PRODUCT NAMES:
FrameOne benching
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
6’ x 22’ = 12m² (132 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Merle (7360) storage and desk legs paint
Arctic White (2730) worksurface laminate

Flex Station 4
$5989.70 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Personal storage towers enable

 Desk-mounted screen provides

users to store oversized
documents and personal items,
keeping worksurface clear of
clutter

space division affording users
basic privacy while still
encouraging collaboration

PRODUCT NAMES:
Universal worksurfaces
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
5’x12’ = 5.6m² (60 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (2730) worksurface laminate
Arctic White (7241) storage paint
Nickel Metallic (4728) slatwall paint

Flex Station 5
$7741.98 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Towers provide storage and offer

 The shared table provides space

defined boundaries and user
privacy

division as well as an adjacent
meeting area

PRODUCT NAMES:
Answer panels
Universal worksurfaces
Universal storage towers

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
5’ x 14’ = 6.5m² (70 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) worksurface legs
Virginia Walnut (6242) worksurface laminate
Merle (7360) storage paint
Skim (P526) panel fabric

Free Address Workstation solutions
Our versatile and durable freestanding solutions can help you
create smart, healthy, sustainable work environments that
address the diverse ways people are working today. These
solutions have also been designed to meet the objectives of
the workplace 2.0 initiative to create a modern workplace that
will attract, retain and enable public servants to work smarter,
greener and healthier and ultimately, to better serve
Canadians.
Whether you’re a fixed, flexible or free address worker, we
have the right solution for you. Simple and easy to order, not to
mention great looking, these freestanding solutions adapt to
the individual needs and workstyles of any user and enable
people to better connect, communicate and collaborate.

Free Station 1
$8534.92 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 The shape of the worksurface

 Glass toppers down centerline of

angles users away from each other
supplying positional privacy

bench provide privacy while
allowing natural light into the space

PRODUCT NAMES:
Answer panels
Universal worksurfaces
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
4’ x 14’ = 5m² (56 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) trim paint
Arctic White (2730) storage paint
Pumpkin (5G55) storage cushion fabric
Skim (P526) panel fabric

Free Station 2
$9043.00 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Height adjustable worksurfaces

 Whiteboards offer surface for

encourage alternate postures
throughout the day enhancing user
wellbeing

capturing ideas and sharing team
timelines

PRODUCT NAMES:
Airtouch height-adjustable worksurfaces
Answer panels
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
8’ x 8’ = 6m² (64 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (2730) worksurface laminate
Acacia (6213) panel laminate
Sable (5G51) storage cushion fabric
Muse (P516) panel fabric

Free Station 3
$6212.38 [product only]
2016 pricing
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 Height adjustable worksurfaces

 Frosted glass toppers between

encourage alternate postures and
suit a variety of users

users enhance privacy without
blocking natural light.

PRODUCT NAMES:
Answer panels
Series 5 height-adjustable worksurfaces
Universal storage

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
2’ x 16’ = 3m² (32 sq ft²)

SURFACE MATERIALS SHOWN:
Arctic White (7241) trim paint
Clay Wenge (6706) worksurface laminate
Flax (P428) panel fabric
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